Synergy evaluation by a pathway-pathway interaction network: a new way to predict drug combination.
Drug combinations have been widely applied to treat complex diseases, like cancer, HIV and cardiovascular diseases. One of the most important characteristics for drug combinations is the synergistic effects among different drugs, that is to say, the combination effects are larger than the sum of individual effects. Although quantitative methods can be utilized to evaluate the synergistic effects based on experimental dose-response data, it is both time and resource consuming to screen all possible combinations by experimental trials. This problem makes it a formidable challenge to recognize synergistic combinations. Various attempts have been made to predict drug synergy by network biology, however, most of them are limited to estimating target associations on the PPI network. Here, we proposed a novel "pathway-pathway interaction" network-based synergy evaluation method to predict the potential synergistic drug combinations. Comparison with previous target-based methods shows that inclusion of systematic pathway-pathway interactions makes this novel method outperform others in predicting drug synergy. Moreover, it can also help to interpret how different drugs in a combination cooperate with each other to implement synergistic therapeutic effects. In general, drugs acting on the same pathway through different targets or drugs regulating a relatively small number of highly-connected pathways are more likely to produce synergistic effects.